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A new approach with a flavor-SU (3) classification only for the weak currents and not for hadron wavefunctlons shows that 
hyperon decay data are essentially useless anddo not g~ve model-independent information about proton spin distributions How- 
ever, analysis of weak decays and polarized EMC data using SU (6) without hyperon decay data confirms previous conclusions 
and show them to be insensitive to SU (6) symmetry breaking Errors introduced in pr vious analyses by use of hyperon data and 
SU (3) are down in the noise This conclusion is verified in two models for SU (6) symmetry breaking by apolarized sea 
The recent analysis of the EMC experiment and 
weak decays with ssurprising conclusion [ 1 ] of zero 
quark spin contribution to the proton spin begins with 
the relation 
{Au(p) + {Ad(p)  + {AS(p) =0 246_+0.026+0.056, 
( la )  
where Au (p) ,  Ad(p)  and As (p) denote the fractional 
contributions of the u-, d- and s-favored current 
quarks and antlquarks respectively to the spin of the 
proton and the numbers on the right-hand side come 
from the EMC data, multipl ied by a factor of 1 08 
from the perturbatlve QCD correcttons[ 1 ]. This can 
be rewritten to express the total quark contribution 
to the proton spin in terms of two quantities, 
Au(p)  -Ad(p)  and Ad(p)  -As (p)  to be determined 
from other experimental data, 
Au(p)+Ad(p)+As(p)= l . l l  +0  12_+0 25 
- [Au(p) -Ad(p) ] -½[Ad(p) -As (p) ] .  ( lb )  
BEK have used semlleptomc weak decays to deter- 
mine these quantities but the vahdlty of their use of 
SU (3) symmetry has been questioned [ 2 ] 
The weak decays, unhke the EMC experiment, do 
not directly measure hnear combinations of  Au (p) ,  
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Ad(p)  and As(p)  They measure flavor changing 
transition matrix elements which clearly depend upon 
the wave functions ofboth the initial and final states, 
and which can be related by symmetry assumptions 
to quark contributions to the spins of  the initial and 
final states The hyperon decay data therefore pro- 
vide information about some combination of these 
contributions to hyperon spins as well as nucleon 
spins. They cannot give model- independent i for- 
mation about the nucleon without some assumptions 
about hyperon wave functions Conventional SU (3) 
analyses assume SU (3) flavor symmetry both for the 
weak currents and the hadron wave functions, fit all 
the data with two parameters commonly denoted by 
D and F, and then express their results in terms of 
two linear combinations o fAu(p) ,  Ad(p)  and As(p)  
which transform under SU (3) like the lsovector and 
lSOSCalar components of an SU (3) octet The weak- 
ness of this approach is in the SU(3)  assumptions 
relating nucleon and hyperon wave functions which 
are violated in all known models using wave func- 
tions beyond simple SU (6) 
We use a different approach and begin by assum- 
ing only the symmetry of the electroweak standard 
model, m which the vector and axial vector currents 
are classified in octets of  a weak SU (3) flavor alge- 
bra, not necessarily related to symmetries of had- 
ronlc interactions We then introduce ad&tional  
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assumptions of hadromc flavor symmetry but distin- 
guish between relations which requtre only isospm 
and those requiring the full SU(3)  We avoid the D 
and F parametr lzanon which has no direct physical 
interpretation and which does not separate lSOSpln 
and SU (3) Instead we choose the two linear combi- 
nations appearing in eq ( lb )  which are directly re- 
lated both to the spin structure of the proton and to 
expertment 
The lsovector Au(p) -Ad(p)  can be determined 
directly from experimental values of the weak decay 
matrix elements of strangeness conserving transi- 
tions using only isospin The V-spin vector Ad(p)  - 
As (p) can be determmed similarly from strangeness 
changing translttons but needs the full SU (3) sym- 
metry A value of - ½ for the ratio of  these two quan- 
tities is obtained from the SU(6)  wave funcnon 
which is a convement point of departure for our anal- 
ysis as it is the only wave function allowed by the Pauh 
principle for a three-quark color-single,t state which 
is spatially symmetric We therefore define a param- 
eter q to denote the fractional deviation of the value 
of'this ratio from the SU(6)  value and substttu,te it 
into eq ( lb )  
' [Au(p) -Ad(p)  ] (1 +r/) (2) Ad(p)  -As (p)  - -3  
Au(p)+Ad(p)+As(p)=l  11_+0 12_+025 
_ 9 [Au(p) -Ad(p)  ] + ~q [Au (p) -Ad(p)  ] 
(3)  
The contribution of Ad(p) -As (p)  to the relation 
( lb )  ts thus an order of magnttude smaller than that 
of Au(p) -Ad(p)  and relatively large errors m any 
determination of  Ad(p) -As (p)  from expertment 
have only a small effect on conclustons regarding the 
spin structure of the proton 
The weak decay data can be related to Au(p) ,  
Ad(p)  and As(p)  by the assumption of  octet trans- 
formanon properties of the weak currents Because 
the vector and axial vector currents transform in the 
same way under weak SU (3),  a particularly stmple 
relation is obtained for the value of GA/Gv for any 
strangeness changing weak transition between two 
hadron states IA)  and IB) ,  denoted by 
G~s=I(A--,B),  as all structure constants, Clebsch- 
Gordan coefficients, etc cancel in the ratio 
(B I [V  , (Au-As) ] IA> 
G~xs=I(A--*B)= (B[ [V_, (nu-ns ) l  lA )  ' (4a) 
where V_ is the V-spin lowering operator for the weak 
flavor-SU (3), Afdenotes an operator whose expec- 
tatton value in any hadron state g~ves the fractional 
contribution of the current quarks and antlquarks of 
f lavor f to  the spin of the hadron, and nrdenotes the 
number operator f quarks o f f lavor f  
The commutators on the rtght-hand side ofeq (4a) 
can be evaluated by inserting a complete set of inter- 
medtate states A very useful approximation is ob- 
tained by assuming that the sum is dommated by the 
contributions from only the two states IA )  and I B)  
and that all other contributions can be neglected, 
GAs= 1 (A--" B) 
(B IAu-  As lB) -  (A IAu-As[A)  
(4b) 
(B lnu-ns[B) - (  Alnu-nslA )
This approximation is exact if the states ]A) and ] B)  
are members of the same V-spin multlplet, e g in the 
Z -~n decay with SU(3)  wave functions For this 
case eq (4) sinaphfies and gives for any u~s  transi- 
tion between two states in the same V-spm multiplet, 
Au-  As 
Gv (u,--,s) = - - ,  (5a)  
/7 u - -n  s 
where the rtght-hand side can be valuated for any 
state in the V-spin multiplet This relanon can be vi- 
olated by symmetry breaking, which can give differ- 
ent values for the right-hand side for the states ]A)  
and I B)  In this case, the relanons (4) show that the 
experimental data from weak transttIons are related 
to the quark spin distributtons for both hadrons and 
that these must be considered on the same footing 
The hyperon decay data do not give the spin distri- 
butions of the proton but rather some weighted av- 
erage of  the corresponding distr ibutions in the pro- 
ton and the hyperon Thts immediately signals danger 
in the conventional use of SU (3) wtth the D and F 
parametrlzat lon whenever the SU (6) relation q = 0 
is vtolated A model for the hyperon spin dls,tnbu- 
tlons is then needed in order to use the hyperon data 
A similar analys~s for the strangeness conserving 
t rans i t ions  us ing  l sosp ln  operators  gives an analo-  
gous  relation for any u~d transmon between two 
states tn the same isospin multiplet 
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Au-- Ad 
Gl(u~d) = - - ,  (Sb) 
n u - -  n d 
where the right-hand side can be evaluated for any 
state in the lSOSpm multlplet This relation which as- 
sumes only isospm symmetry is on firm ground and 
can be used together with the experimental result [ 3 ] 
to give 
G(nop)  =Au(p) - Ad(p) =Ad(n) -Au(n)  
= l  259+0004 (6) 
Substituting the experimental value (6) and the re- 
lation (2) into the EMC relation ( 1 ) gives 
Au(p) + Ad(p) +As(p) 
=-002+0 12+0.25+0 13r/ (7) 
The BEK result Au(p) +Ad(p) +As(p) ~0 is thus 
obtained in the SU (6) limit r/= 0 and is still valid 
even with deviations as large as 50% 
So far we have not used SU (3) symmetry nor re- 
lated hyperon decays to proton structure With two 
of the three experimental inputs used by BEK, the 
EMC result ( lb) and the observed value of GA/Gv 
for the nucleon, we express Au(p)+Ad(p)+As(p)  
in terms of the SU (6)-breaking parameter r/ 
The value of r/is not easily determined without a 
detailed model BEK break SU(6) while keeping 
SU (3) However, no known model breaks SU (6) 
while retaining SU (3), any reasonable model which 
breaks SU(6) by introducing orbital angular mo- 
mentum or a polarized sea also breaks SU(3) be- 
cause these mechanisms for SU (6) breaking are sen- 
Sitlve to quark masses An alternative mechanism for 
SU (6) breaking would keep the SU (4) spm-isospln 
symmetry of the nonstrange quarks and break flavor 
SU(3) There is no a priori reason to prefer one 
breaking mechanism over the other, in the absence of 
a detailed model The hadron spectrum suggests hat 
SU (4) is a better symmetry, since the low-lying me- 
son states, e g. o and (~, are SU(4) elgenstates and 
not good SU (3) eigenstates. 
We now examine both approaches to SU (6) sym- 
metry breaking and also examine two particular 
models for SU (6) and SU (3) symmetry breaking We 
first examine the BEK assumption that SU(3) is 
valid Three pieces of semlleptonic hyperon decay 
data determine )1by the use ofeq (5a) and give two 
nontrivial tests of SU(3). Eqs (5a), (2), (6) and 
the experimental result [4 ] give 
G(E -on)  =As(E-  ) -Au(X-  ) =Au (n) -As(n)  
= Ad(p) -As(p)  = -0 .2(  1 +q)G(nop)  
=-0 .328+0 019, (Sa) 
~/nZ=0 31 +0 08, (8b) 
where the subscript nY denotes that the value was ob- 
tamed from the experimental data for neutron and E 
decays This strong 31% disagreement with SU (6) is 
not surprising in view of known disagreements with 
SU (6) predictions for E and -= magnetic moments 
which measure the same spin structures However, 
the correction 0 13q in the relation (7) is still below 
the experimental errors from the EMC experiment 
and the BEK result is obtained 
SU(3) predictions for the two other measured 
semdeptonmc strangeness-changing decays follow from 
using eq (5a) for the V-spin vector state denote by 
[Vl ) which is 3A and ¼X °, 
G(E-oV~ ) =G(VI op)  = ½ [Au(p) --As(p) ] 
= ½ [G(n - ,p )+G(Z-on)  ]
= ] [ 3G(E- oh)  + G(E- oX °) ] 
= 1 [3G(Aop)  + G(X°op) ] (9) 
The mvarlance of G (x) between corresponding states 
in the same lSOSpln and U-spm multiplets can be used 
to eliminate the Z ° transitions Then eqs (6) and 
(8a) together with experimental results [ 3 ] give 
G(E -oA)=0 25_+0 05 
-3- ! [2G(nop ) + 2G(Z - on  ) - G(E-  oZ  ° ) ] 
= -~ [ G(nop)  + 2G(E- on)  ] =0 20 + 0.01 
= 1 [Au (p) +Ad(p) - 2AS(p) ] 
=0 .25(1 -  {r/), (10a) 
qnz =0.00 +_ 0.3, (10b) 
G(Aop)  =0 696+0.025 
= 1 [2G(nop)  + 2G(E- on)  - G(Z°op)  ] 
= -~ [2G(nop)  + G(E-  on)  ] =0.73 _+ 0.01 
= ½ [2Au(p) -- Ad(p) --As(p) ] 
=0 75(1--~q),  ( l la )  
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r/.A = 0 49_+0 23 ( 1 lb)  
These predictions are in reasonable agreement with 
experimental results and statistically consistent with 
the value of qnZ The correction term 0 13q in eq (7) 
and the errors introduced [ 1 ] by using SU (3) rela- 
tions are all negligible in comparison with the errors 
given in eq (7) 
We now consider breaking SU (6) while keepmg 
SU(4)  Then q=0 but the relations (10),  (11) be- 
tween hyperon and nucleon decays are no longer 
valid However, SU (4) preserves the SU (6) relation 
between A and Z decays obtained by substituting r/= 0 
into (8a) and (1 la) ,  
G (A - ,p )  = 0 696 + 0 025 = - 3G(Z-  --,n) 
=0 99+0 06 (12) 
This relation is in strong disagreement with experi- 
ment, indicating at this stage that SU(4)  is not very 
good and cannot be used to justify setting r/=0 
Addit ional physical insight is obtained by follow- 
mg Ramsey et al [5] and decomposing the quan- 
trees Au(p) ,  Ad(p)  and As(p)  into valence and sea 
contributmns denoted by the superscrtpts v and s re- 
spectively Since the proton contains no valence 
strange quarks, and the sea is assumed to be lSOSCalar 
[5] 
AsV(p)=0,  (13a) 
Au~=AdS= (1 +¢)As ,  (13b) 
where ~ denotes the excess of nonstrange quarks in 
the sea 
We first consider an SU(3) -symmetr ic  sea and 
substitute qs (13) with e=0 into eqs (6) and (2), 
AdV(p) = --0 25-0  25t/, (14a) 
AuV(p) = 1 01- -0  25q, (14b) 
AuV(p)+AdV(p)+AsV(p)=O 76-0  5q (14c) 
The valence quark contribution (14c) is approxi- 
mately 3 of the proton spin, and the sea contribution 
must approximately cancel the valence contribution 
to fit eq (7),  a result previously noted [ 5 ] and im- 
plying that the proton spin comes from elsewhere, e g 
gluons or orbital angular momentum 
However, serious difficulties with SU (3) symme- 
try breaking arise if a significant contribution to the 
proton spin comes from a polarized sea and SU (6) 
must be broken to explain the experimental result for 
G(Z-~n)  This exhibited below in two simple 
models for SU(6)  breaking by a polarized sea One 
has a flavor asymmetric sea, the other breaks SU (6) 
in the valence quarks In both cases the baryon wave 
function are no longer simple SU (3) octets and all 
analyses using SU(3)  and the D/F ratio no longer 
hold 
A model with a f lavor-asymmetric sea which is the 
same for all octet baryons and described by eq (13b) 
with the same value of e can be treated exactly by eq 
(4b) The sea contributions all cancel and (4b) re- 
duces to the form (5a) with only the valence quark 
contributions on the right-hand side 
G (E -  --,n) = AuU(n) - AsV(n) 
=AsV(E - ) --AuV(E - ) ,  (15a) 
G(Z- - ,A )  = [AuV(p) +AdV(p)  - 2AsV(p) ] ,  
(15b) 
G(A~P)=~[2AuV(p)--AdV(p)-AsV(p)] (15c) 
In this model the hyperon data give no mformatlon 
about sea contributions The standard SU (3) analy- 
sis with D/F suggests that hyperon data also give in- 
formation about the polarized sea and is misleading 
That SU(3)  is violated in baryon wavefunctlons i
seen from the equality in eq (8a) which inter- 
changes the spin contributions of u quarks and s 
quarks in the neutron and the Z -  and from the rela- 
tion (8b) which are no longer valid The baryon wave 
functions are no longer pure octets, since both the va- 
lence quarks and the sea are octets which can be cou- 
pled together to decuplets and 27-plets of SU (3) with 
admixtures which will be different for strange and 
nonstrange baryons Substituting (13b) and ( 15 ) Into 
( 1 b)  gives 
Au(p)  + Ad(p)  +As(p)  
=-  (0 02_+0 12_+0 25) [1 -4e / (24+20e) ]  
+0 13rl+(3-q)e/(24+20e), (16) 
where q is now defined by eq (2) only in terms of 
the corresponding valence quark contributions and 
still obtained from experiment via eqs (8b) and (9) 
The result (16) differs from eq (7) only by small 
corrections smaller than the experimental errors even 
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with e = ½. Thus although the simple SU (3) assump- 
tion is clearly invalid, an understanding of the sym- 
metry breaking still leads to useful relations and the 
effect on the EMC result ( lb)  is still an the noise. 
Our second model has baryons with valence quarks 
m the most general configurations allowed by the 
Pauh principle and lSOSpln for a totally space-sym- 
memc color-singlet state, coupled with a flavor-sym- 
metric sea having angular momentum zero or one to 
give a total angular momentum of ½ for the baryon 
This model can break SU (3) by introducing octet- 
decuplet mixing into the valence wave functions of 
the £ and .E, but not in the nucleon and A, where such 
mixing as asospm forbidden The SU (6) relation r/= 0 
holds for the proton, while hyperon decays can be fit 
by the mixing The hyperon-decay matrix elements 
thus give no information about the spin structure of 
the proton Eq (4b) does not hold for this case as the 
A intermediate state also contributes to the commu- 
tator as well as the initial and final states 
In this model the nucleon wave functions for "spin- 
up" and "spin-down" are 
IN1" ) =cos 0 IN~T ) 
+slnO(-x/~lSoNV$)+x//~3[SiNV],)), (17a  
IN*) =cos0  INV$) 
2 X v , +smO(x/~[SoXVL)-x/~[S_l ?)) (17b) 
where NV denotes the standard SU (6) wave functmn 
for the valence quarks, S., denotes a sea wave func- 
tion with spin one and proJection m on the "up-down" 
quantizatlon axis and 0 defines a "maxmg angle" de- 
termining the relative strengths of the two compo- 
nents m the wave function One component includes 
only valence quarks and possibly an inert spin-zero 
sea, the other includes a polarized spin-one s a. The 
matrix elements of operators whmh change a d quark 
into a u quark both with and without span flap can be 
calculated with the wave functmns (17) to give 
_5(1  4 G(n -*p) -  3 3 sin2 0) (18)  
There are two possible valence quark configura- 
tions for the Z, one with spin ½ and one with spin 3, 
corresponding to the SU (6) wave functions for the Z 
and the spln-~ ~* These can both be coupled with a 
spin-one sea to give a total spin of ½ Thus 
[X~,) =cosO IZ~,) 
+sin 0 (v/~ [ So Z~)  -v / I ]  IS_ iXVl " ) ) 
+asino (,/~ Ls, z*_,~/~>_vq ls z* V 0 -1 /2~ 
+v/~ lS_,X?V/2 ) ), (19) 
where X U denotes a £* wave function with spin 3 
and projection m on the "up-down" quantxzatmn axis 
and ~ is a parameter defining the admixture of the E* 
component in the wave function From eqs (17) and 
(19) we obtain 
G(,E- ~n)  = --~ [ 1+-~ sin2 0 (x/-2fi-- 1 ) ] 
= - -~ G(n-+p) [ 1 + 4x/2a sm 2 0 / (3 -4  sm 2 0) ] ,  
(20) 
where we have assumed the same mixing angle 0 for 
both the nucleon and the E The deviation from the 
SU(6) predmtmn as seen to be determined com- 
pletely by the octet-decuplet mixing parameter 
which has no effect on the proton wave function. Tiny 
decuplet admixtures can produce the discrepancies 
observed experimentally For example, with sm 2 0= ~, 
which corresponds to a probability of ~ of having a 
polarized sea, corrections to G(Y7 ~n)  as large as 
28% and 38% are obtained with values of~ of ¼ and 
respectively, corresponding todecuplet admixtures 
of only 2% and 3% in the ~2 wave function 
This toy model is not intended to be reahstlc In 
particular tt is inconsistent with the EMC result ( la)  
However, it indicates the danger of using SU (3) re- 
lations to relate hyperon data to the proton wave 
function by showing that very small admixtures in the 
wave function produced by reasonable symmetry- 
breaking effects can produce large changes in hype- 
ron decay data without affecting the proton wave 
function at all. 
Further SU (3) breaking arises if there is orbital 
excitation of the valence quarks A value of G(Y~-~ 
n ) # - -~ G (n- ,  p ) imphes configuration mixing in the 
valence sector and one might ope to keep the SU (3) 
octet classaficatlon by symmetrically introducing or- 
bltally excited states m the baryon wave functions. 
However, all configuratmn mixing models also intro- 
duce SU (3) breaking together w~th SU (6) breaking 
because the dominant mixing mechamsms depend 
upon quark masses The samplest example, a D-wave 
admaxture analogous to the deuteron in nuclear 
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physics, admixes an SU (3) decuplet with orbital an- 
gular momentum L=2 and quark spin S--3 ~, again 
giving octet-decuplet mixing which cannot be de- 
scribed by a "D/F ratio" 
We thus see that using hyperon data with SU (3) 
and D/F to describe deviations from the SU (6) wave 
function and obtain proton spin distributions is highly 
questionable However, the effects of this questiona- 
ble analysts of hyperon data on the information about 
nucleon spm structure IS seen from eq. (7) to still be 
down in the norse 
Discussions with Dennis Sivers are gratefully 
acknowledged 
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